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Welcome to the What on Earth Books  
and Britannica Books Children’s Catalogue
NOTHING could have prepared us for life in a pandemic, but if there are silver linings to 
be had, spending more time at home with loved ones is top of the list. That’s why we’re 
thrilled to present a great new selection of books celebrating a love of learning together 
as a family.

Britannica’s Ready-For-School Words is perfect for preparing children to go to school for 
the first time, equipping them in these fun and beautifully illustrated pages with all the 
essential vocabulary they will need to succeed with confidence in class. 

For kids that love puzzles, mazes and mysteries, our new series of Britannica’s Amazing 
Word Activities will be just the job. Follow kid detectives Mimi and Wilbur in Please Don’t 
Laugh, We Lost a Giraffe! and Follow the Stars! What Happened on Mars? 

Britannica’s 5-Minute Really True Stories for Family Time is the second title in our 5 Minute 
Really True Stories series. What did the world’s first playgrounds look like? What do 
families all over the world eat for breakfast? Find out in more than 30 stories celebrating 
family life.  

How many planets are there in the solar system? How to Teach Grown-Ups About Pluto is 
the first in a series of new Britannica titles focussing on topics where children can teach 
grown-ups a thing or two. Packed full of fun facts, jokes and illustrations from author 
Dean Regas and illustrator Aaron Blecha.

Following the success of Kate Hale’s FACTopia!, we’re delighted to present Return to 
FACTopia!, taking readers on another roller-coaster ride through a world of 400 facts 
connected in surprising and hilarious ways by a wacky ball of string that runs through and 
around the book. 

Our What on Earth Books imprint continues to grow with the launch of three new titles: 
Marvellous Body is a magic lens book that lets children peer inside the inner workings of 
the human body. Antarctica – The Melting Continent is an epic narrative by Karen Romano 
Young and illustrated by Angela Hsieh, exploring the past, present and future of our least 
well-known continent. Amazing Animals completes Our Amazing World series. Discover 
100 of the world’s most remarkable creatures in this beautifully illustrated tour of 
earth’s wildlife. 

A wonderful new title added to our autumn 2021 list, It’s Up to Us – A Children’s Terra 
Carta for Nature, People & Planet tells the story of climate change, and how we can work 
together to save the world from catastrophe. Inspired by HRH The Prince of Wales, heir 
to the British throne, who has written the foreword based on his Terra Carta, a series of 
new pledges to protect our planet. Thirty-three artists from around the world bring this 
moving story to vivid life for all ages, 6 upwards.  

Along with our growing backlist, you can see that despite the chaos of 
these times, the team at What on Earth Publishing hasn’t missed a beat. That’s 
because we’re driven by a passion we share for telling stories that are far more 
amazing than anything you can make up. 

Best wishes,

Christopher Lloyd 
CEO, Founder, What on Earth Publishing
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It’s Up to Us
A Children’s Terra Carta for Nature, People and Planet

• Foreword by HRH The Prince of Wales
• 33 award-winning and diverse illustrators from around the world
• Simple and poetic language makes the subject accessible for readers  

of all ages.
• Printed in the UK on recycled FSC paper with vegetable inks, and the carbon 

impacts are offset through the World Land Trust and other programmes to 
reduce carbon emissions around the world.

• Created in collaboration with the Prince’s Foundation, with half of all proceeds 
going to its work on how people can best live in harmony with nature.

‘Children have a unique curiosity for Nature and for this amazing planet we call
home.’ So writes His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales in his introduction to  
this evocative picture book about the harmony of nature and what we can do  
to preserve it.

9 781913 750558

ISBN 978-1-913750-55-8

Price: £16.99 • Size: 280 x 260 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 64 pages 
Pub date: 1st Nov 2021 • Age: 6+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137505-5-8
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WOEB: IT'S UP TO US  |   NICK HAYES  |   UK |  DYING CORAL

16 17Nick Hayes

With so many of us making, buying, selling 

and throwing away so much stuff, 

mountains of rubbish 

and rivers of pollution 

are finding their way into the oceans. 

Some pollution makes the ocean more acidic, 

threatening the survival of sea life, 

including precious corals. 

Many plants and animals are becoming extinct. 

That means they are gone –

 forever.

We live our lives surrounded by people and other living things. Together, we are 
Nature. As far as we know, this extraordinary web of life exists in just one precious 
layer of a single planet – Earth. But today Nature is under threat, and we must 
demand change to save it – and ourselves. Join His Royal Highness The Prince 
of Wales, author Christopher Lloyd, and 33 diverse, award-winning artists from 
around the world on a beautiful, lyrical and thought-provoking voyage through 
Nature, the threats we face, and an action plan for the future.

It’s Up to Us is based on the Terra Carta, a roadmap to sustainability issued by 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and his Sustainable Markets Initiative. 
More than 400 corporations have already signed on, agreeing to put the health of 
Nature, People & Planet at the heart of their activities. Now it’s up to all of us to 
make sure our leaders keep their promises.

Authors 
Throughout his adult life, HRH The Prince 
of Wales has dedicated himself to charitable 
causes, including environmental protection and 
sustainable development. He launched Terra 
Carta, his vision for a new contract between 
Nature, People and Planet, in early 2021.
Christopher Lloyd is a world history author, 
educator and lecturer. His books include 
Absolutely Everything! (What on Earth Books 
2018) and he also edited the bestselling 
Britannica All New Children’s Encyclopedia 
(Britannica Books 2020). It’s Up to Us has been 
written in collaboration with HRH’s Sustainable 
Markets Initiative and The Prince’s Foundation, 
of which HRH is President, which provides 
holistic solutions to the challenges facing 
the world today and champions a sustainable 
approach to how we live our lives and build 
our communities.

Illustrators 
Mehrdokht Amini (UK), Stuart Armstrong 
(USA), Harmony Becker (USA), Wesley 
Bedrosian (USA), Sally Caulwell (Republic of 
Ireland), Raúl Colón (USA), Reza Dalvand (Iran), 
Owen Davey (UK), Sally Deng (USA), Paolo 
Domeniconi (Italy), Leah Marie Dorion 
(Canada), Blak Douglas (Australia), Barry Falls 
(UK), Victoria Fomina (Russia), Gunnella 
(Iceland), Nick Hayes (UK), Kumiko Horibe 
(Japan), Isol (Argentina), Su Jung Jang (UK), 
Murat Kalkavan (Turkey), Gwen Keraval (France), 
Ye Luying (China), Estelí Meza (Mexico), 
Poonam Mistry (UK), Rutu Modan (Israel), Musa 
Omusi (Kenya), Nick Sharratt (UK), Peter Sís 
(USA), Sydney Smith (Canada), Vanina Starkoff 
(Brazil), Fotini Tikkou (Greece), Luisa Uribe 
(Colombia), and Phùng Nguyên Quang & Huỳnh 
Kim Liên (Vietnam). 

Illustrated by Nick Hayes
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Amazing Animals
100+ Creatures That Will Boggle Your Mind

• Explore Earth’s natural world, environments and wildlife, including learning 
about endangered animals and the threats they face.

• Part of the Our Amazing World Series, which also includes Amazing Islands, 
Amazing Treasures and Amazing Rivers.

• Includes rich illustrations, world map, lavish double gatefold spread,  
glossary and index.

• Incredible facts and bite size information about all sorts of animals on land,  
sea and in the air. 

Record breaking tongues, playful dolphins, sleepy koalas – animals come in all 
sorts of weird and wonderful shapes and sizes. Discover over 100 of the world’s 
most remarkable animals in this beautifully illustrated tour of Earth’s wildlife. 

9 781912 920358

ISBN 978-1-912920-35-8

Price: £14.99 • Size: 280 x 260 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 64 pages 
Pub date: 3rd Feb 2022 • Age: 8+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9129203-5-8
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Animals come in all sorts of weird and wonderful shapes and sizes. From the 
record breaking tongue of a chameleon to the dashing dance of the peacock 
spider, you’ll learn about the most amazing examples from air, land and sea. 
Discover playful dolphins, sleepy koalas and even a fish that keeps its babies safe in 
its own mouth, uncovering the secrets of their survival, the incredible habitats they 
call home as well as the environmental threats putting them in danger. A central 
gatefold offers a world map which reveals the locations of all the animals included 
in the book.

Author – Sabrina Weiss 
Sabrina Weiss is a London-based journalist 
covering science, the environment and 
technology. An avid diver and photographer, 
she loves to plunge into the deep blue and 
photograph the animals we share our planet 
with. Sabrina is in a constant state of wanderlust 
and is always ready for the next adventure. 
Sabrina Weiss is the author of Ocean: Secrets 
of the Deep (What on Earth Books, 2019) and 
Amazing Islands (What on Earth Books, 2020).

Also available 
in Our Amazing 
World series

Illustrator – Paul Daviz 
Draw. Draw. Draw. This has been the story of 
Paul Daviz’s life from an early age. He drew on 
his schoolbooks, drew when he got a job in a 
pyjama factory, and built up an extraordinary 
portfolio of imagery which won him work 
storyboarding TV commercials, animated 
productions, packaging and print campaigns for 
top London agencies. Originally from Blackburn, 
today Paul is a vastly experienced illustrator 
confident working in a whole range of cartoony 
styles, and still draws on a daily basis.

please see page 28
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Antarctica
The Melting Continent

• Presents STEM/STEAM topics from geology to physics to climate science 
through an engaging, first-hand narrative exploration of the continent.

• Urgent environmental messages are woven throughout the narrative as readers 
discover how real-life scientists are studying this continent to learn about the 
ways Earth is changing.

• A tour of Antarctica’s animal life, including familiar favourites, such as penguins 
and whales, as well as some more unusual ones, from giant jellyfish to fish with 
anti-freeze blood.

• Author and illustrator’s first hand experience of Antarctica brings the  
continent to life.

Explore a frozen continent full of incredible animals, places, people and stories.

9 781913 750527

ISBN 978-1-913750-52-7

Price: £14.99 • Size: 280 x 216 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 64 pages 
Pub date: 7th Apr 2022 • Age: 8+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137505-2-7
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Antarctica – vast, cold and mysterious. This frozen continent is full of incredible 
stories. Here you can discover extraordinary wildlife, awe-inspiring landscapes and 
adventurous scientists and explorers.

Join author Karen Romano Young on a trip across Antarctica, hanging out with 
people and animals and learning how this special place is changing, and what it 
means for our planet. Hang out with some of the coolest creatures above and 
below the ice as you meet emperor penguins, killer whales and elephant seals. Suit 
up for the cold and explore some of the harshest landscapes on Earth, following in 
the footsteps of brave explorers. And learn about how scientists survive here today 
and what they do all day – from studying climate change to investigating ice cores 
almost a million years old to learn about the history – and future – of our planet.

Author – Karen Romano Young
Karen Romano Young is a writer, illustrator, 
science communicator, and polar explorer. She 
has written more than two dozen books for 
children, and has illustrated several, including 
the groundbreaking graphic novel Doodlebug 
and the forthcoming graphic nonfiction Diving 
for Deep-Sea Dragons. She is the creator of a 
science comic called #AntarcticLog, which took 
her to Palmer Station, Antarctica, and a veteran 
of seven ocean science research voyages, 
including dives to the bottom of the ocean. 
Karen’s novels include Hundred Percent and A 
Girl, a Raccoon, and The Midnight Moon. Karen 
lives in the Connecticut woods with her husband 
and a big furry dog.

Illustrator – Angela Hsieh
Angela Hsieh is a Taiwanese American illustrator 
whose life choices can mostly be explained 
by the fact that she likes goofy animals. She 
once visited Antarctica and can confirm that 
penguins, as cute as they are, smell awful. Her 
clients include The New York Times, The New 
Yorker, NPR, Medium and Nautilus. She is  
writing and illustrating a graphic novel about 
adventure and discovery, about the way that 
language and distance shape relationships, and 
about giant animals.
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Marvellous Body

• A sturdy die-cut ‘magic lens’ adds an interactive element and enables readers 
to look inside the human body to see how different body systems work.  
The magic lens functions as an x-ray and a microscope, revealing hidden 
elements and zooming in on tiny cells.

• Covers human body systems, such as the nervous and circulatory system, 
as well as introducing important health information, from eating healthily to 
mental health issues.

• Bright illustrations and quick-witted text offer a fun and informative  
reading experience.

Reveal the incredible inner workings of the human body

9 781913 750572

ISBN 978-1-913750-57-2

Price: £14.99 • Size: 250 x 250 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 48 pages 
Pub date: 5th May 2022 • Age: 7+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137505-7-2
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Atchoo!
Hairs inside the nose stop 

dust from getting into the body. 
Mucus, or snot, keeps the 
inside wet and helps it to smell. 
It also catches dirt and germs. 
Sneezing blows the mucus, dirt 
and germs out of the nose.

Tasting food
The tongue helps to taste food. It also 

works with the teeth to mush up food so 
it's ready to swallow. This is the start of the 
journey of digesting food. 

Taste buds are the many 
small bumps on the tongue.

When food mixes with 
saliva, the taste buds send 
signals to the brain about the 
taste of the food. 

Smell
Breathe in and millions of 

smell detectors inside the nose 
pick up smells that stick to small 
finger-like endings.

The smell detectors send 
signals to the olfactory bulb 
which sends signals to the brain 
to help work out each smell. 

The nose
The nose is mostly made from 

bendy cartilage, not from hard bone.

Two openings, called nostrils, 
open into the space inside the nose, 
which connects with the back of the 
mouth and tongue. 

nose

nostril

smell detectors

olfactory bulb 

mucus

tongue

taste buds

saliva

2 6

1 5

FIND IT INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 
You'll need the magic lens to find  
some of these things. 

6

nose

tongue
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3

5

7

4

nostril

smell detectors
olfactory bulb

taste buds

3 7

4 8

8

LOOK INSIDE

nerve to 
brain

1
Why can't you taste food with a cold?

Blame a bunged-up nose! The nose and tongue 
work like a double-act to pick up smells and 
tastes. If the nose can't smell, it's difficult to taste.

The nose and tongue are gatekeepers. They send 
signals to help the brain decide what it's safe to 
let into the body. They also pick up warnings of 
danger, such as the smell of burning and smoke.

NOSE AND TONGUE

How are the nose and tongue connected?

This picture shows what the inside of the nose 
and tongue look like from a side view.

What happens up the 
nose and on the tongue?

Mmm! When you smell food, your 
mouth makes watery saliva   
to help the food go down. 

How many taste buds are on a tongue? 
A child has up to 10,000 taste buds, while an adult has only 6,000. 
Here are the five different tastes that taste buds recognise. 

Bitter
A bitter taste can 
warn the body that it's 
about to eat bad or 
poisonous food. 

Salty  

Salty food can help the 
body work properly, 
but too much salt is 
bad for body health.

Sour 
Lemons taste sour. 
Scientists think humans 
are the only animals  
to enjoy sour food.

Sweet
Sugary food tastes 
sweet and can give the 
body quick energy. 

Umami
This is a super-charged 
savoury taste, such as 
soy sauce.  

The smell of cooking can make you 
hungry. Your brain sends messages 
to your digestive system to say, 
'Get ready, food is on the way!'.

In this eye-catching book, readers can explore the hidden inner workings of the 
human body, look inside different organs and body systems and learn about how 
to look after their own physical and mental health at the same time. Readers use 
the see-through magic lens to reveal how our bodies function and the different 
body parts hard at work inside us. Find out how your senses work with your brain 
to show us the world around us, how doctors and nurses spot diseases and how we 
turn food into energy... and poo.

So pick up the magic lens and take a tour of the marvellous human body!

Author – Jane Wilsher 
Jane Wilsher, who lives in London, is a writer, 
editor and publisher of award-winning 
non-fiction books for children. She enjoys 
commissioning and making fun fact-packed 
titles for kids, who tend to ask the best kind of 
tricky questions. Jane enjoys spending a day 
out at the museums and art galleries, which are 
packed with inspiration for new book ideas.

Illustrator – Andrés Lozano 
Andrés Lozano is a Madrid born and London-
based artist. He divides his time between 
illustration and painting. As an illustrator he has 
worked for a wide range of international clients 
including The New York Times, Google, Virgin 
Atlantic and McSweeney’s. His work has been 
shown in exhibitions in Beirut, Los Angeles, New 
York, London, Madrid and Brisbane. He has also 
co-authored several picture books originally 
published in the UK and the United States and 
now translated into more than 10 languages.

Also available in the 
Marvellous Magic 
Lens series
please see page 30
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Britannica’s 5-Minute Really 
True Stories for Family Time  
30 Amazing Stories: Featuring baby dinosaurs, helpful 
dogs, playground science, family reunions, a world of 
birthdays and so much more!

• In the past year, the pandemic has brought home the importance of family 
time, making this title timely and relatable for all types of family.

• This story collection showcases a diverse range of families, cultures and 
traditions with beautiful artwork that young readers can interact with. 

• Includes thirty true stories with all facts verified by Britannica.

True stories which reveal the amazing science and history behind  
family time activities

9 781913 750374

ISBN 978-1-913750-37-4

Price: £12.99 • Size: 267 x 197 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 192 pages 
Pub date: 6th Jan 2022 • Age: 4+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137503-7-4
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In this compendium of 5-minute really true stories you will meet all types of 
family – human and animal! – and learn about the many ways they spend time 
together. From family bicycle rides to animal migrations, and from tidy up time to 
cosying up with pets, discover the amazing science and history of family activities. 
With up-to-the-minute, expert information and stunning illustrations, this book will 
bring out the joy of the everyday things we do at family time.

Authors  
Alli Brydon is a children’s book author and 
lifelong New Yorker who moved to the South of 
England with her family in 2018. 
Catherine D. Hughes researched, wrote and 
edited for National Geographic children’s 
magazines and books during her 35-year  
career there.
Jackie McCann has worked in children’s 
publishing for many years and is an  
experienced writer and editor. 

Illustrators 
Anneli Bray is a children’s illustrator living in 
the north west of England. She is known for her 
warm, colourful illustrations influenced by her 
love of animals (her favourites are foxes). 
Vivian Mineker is a Taiwanese-American 
illustrator currently based in Ljubljana, Slovenia. 
She’s always loved to create images that bring 
to life the imaginative world she’s constantly 
daydreaming of.
Sofia Moore is a Ukrainian-American artist and 
illustrator based in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. She 
grew up reading folk tales in her grandmother’s 
house and drawing princesses on the backs  
of textbooks.
Skylar White is an illustrator living in New York, 
USA, with her husband and their cat, Alfie. 
She has an affinity for projects that infuse the 
everyday with a touch of the magical.Also available in  

the 5-Minute series
please see page 24
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• Every one of the 400 facts in the book is linked, and you can choose your  
own path through this mind-blowing web of information.

• Makes connections between a vast range of topics from history and  
geography to science and nature, including astronauts, polar bears, 
rollercoasters, sabre-toothed cats, shipwrecks, bananas, pirates,  
orangutans, medieval knights and more.

• Features more than 300 fabulously witty colour illustrations and photographs.
• The second title in the dynamic FACTopia series of 8 books.

A world of 400 facts, all connected in surprising and hilarious ways!

9 781913 750398

ISBN 978-1-913750-39-8Return to FACTopia!
Follow the Trail of 400 More Facts

Price: £10.99 • Size: 207 x 153 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 208 pages 
Pub date: 3rd Mar 2022 • Age: 8+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137503-9-8
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Did you know that bacteria from between people’s toes has been used to make 
cheese? Or that the world’s most expensive cheese is made from donkey milk? 
Or that the milk from one species of cockroach is the most nutritious substance 
on Earth? Or that a cockroach can survive for weeks without its head? Welcome 
back to FACTopia, a world of perfectly amazing facts, all of which are verified 
by Encyclopaedia Britannica! Every fact in the book is connected to the next 
in an ingenious trail of information, where you will hop from topic to topic in 
unexpected and hilarious ways. And there’s not just one trail through these pages: 
sometimes your path branches and you can choose to jump to a totally different 
(but still connected) part of the book. Let your curiosity lead you through this witty 
wonderland of facts!

Author – Kate Hale
Kate Hale is a writer, editor and professional 
fun fact finder. A former editor for National 
Geographic Kids Books, she’s edited or  
written about everything from inspiring 
scientists to the cutest animals. When she’s  
not busy fact-hunting, Kate enjoys gardening 
and playing video games. She lives in  
Alexandria, Virginia, U.S.A.

Illustrator – Andy Smith 
Andy Smith is an award-winning illustrator, and 
studied illustration at the University of Brighton 
and the Royal College of Art, London. His work 
combines illustration and typography to create 
images that have humour, energy, and optimism 
executed with a handmade, hand-printed, tactile 
feel. He lives by the sea in Hastings, East Sussex.

Also available in the 
FACTopia! series
please see page 23 
(Foul FACTopia! 
published Sept 2022)
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• This title launches the How to Teach Grown-Ups series, a collection of
humorous guides to complex subjects, where kids become the educators.

• Astronomer and NASA Solar System Ambassador Dean Regas reveals the
very latest science on the solar system.

• The compelling true story of Pluto’s planethood and demotion is told
in a funny and accessible way, with plenty of jokes.

• One hundred original illustrations by Aaron Blecha bring the cast of
astronomical characters to life.

• Special features include timelines, fast facts, a planetary personality
quiz and a test for your grown-up!

9 781913 750503

ISBN 978-1-913750-50-3How to Teach Grown-Ups 
About Pluto
The cutting-edge space science of the solar system

Price: £9.99 • Size: 216 x 152 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 112 pages 
Pub date: 7th Apr 2022 • Age: 8+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137505-0-3

A witty guide to Pluto’s discovery and demotion, which puts kids in charge.
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Pluto has not been a planet since 2006. But this tiny world still inspires people 
of all ages while sparking controversy. In this delightfully witty book, astronomer 
Dean Regas teaches you how to educate your grown-up about the cutting-edge 
science of space, most crucially the reason why Pluto is NOT a planet any more. 
Delving into the history of space discoveries, the key players who have helped our 
understanding of the universe (including the 11-year-old girl who named Pluto in 
the first place) and the ever-changing nature of science, this book will equip every 
reader with the tools they need to bring their grown-ups fully up to speed, and to 
sneak in as many amazing astronomical facts as possible. And there’s a handy quiz 
at the end so that you can check your grown-up has been paying attention!

Author – Dean Regas
Dean Regas is the Astronomer at Cincinnati 
Observatory, USA, and a passionate educator 
on space and the solar system. As well as 
being responsible for outreach activities at 
the Observatory, Dean is one of NASA’s Solar 
System Ambassadors, who communicate its 
latest discoveries to the public. An extremely 
engaging and media-savvy astronomy lecturer, 
he is regularly featured on television and radio 
and hosts the podcast Looking Up. Dean is 
the author of several books including Facts 
from Space! and has written for publications 
such as The Huffington Post and Sky & 
Telescope magazine.

Illustrator – Aaron Blecha 
Aaron Blecha is a Brighton-based artist 
and author who designs funny characters 
and illustrates humorous books. Aaron has 
illustrated over 40 books, including the popular 
George Brown, Class Clown and Shark School 
series. He is also the author and illustrator of 
Goodnight, Grizzle Grump! and Good Morning, 
Grizzle Grump! published by HarperCollins. 
In addition to illustrating children’s books, 
Aaron works as a character designer in TV 
development for studios such as Disney,  
Curious Pictures and eOne Family.
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Britannica’s Amazing Word Activities:
Please Don’t Laugh, We Lost a Giraffe!
and
Follow the Stars! What Happened on Mars?

• Britannica’s Amazing Word Activities combine the fun of an activity book 
with the narrative arc of a good mystery tale. Readers complete word and 
vocabulary activities to unlock clues that solve a big mystery.

• Each book contains 80 pages of age-appropriate word, spelling, grammar  
and vocabulary activities.

• A full page of themed stickers related to the mystery is included at the  
back of the books.

• Fascinating facts about science and nature are sprinkled throughout the 
activity books to support learning and engage children’s curiosity. 

Kid detectives Mimi and Wilbur can solve any mystery with a bit of help! Unscramble 
word puzzles, navigate letter mazes and crack the codes to discover the mystery.

9 781913 750619

ISBN 978-1-913750-61-9

9 781913 750626

ISBN 978-1-913750-62-6

Price: £7.99 • Size: 216 x 266 mm • Format: Paperback • Extent: 80 pages  
Pub date: 5th May 2022 • Age: 5+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137506-1-9 / 978-1-9137506-2-6
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In Please Don’t Laugh, We Lost a Giraffe!, Mimi and Wilbur travel to a local wildlife 
refuge, Wildlife World, to discover some terrible news: their favourite giraffe, Zari, 
is missing! As Mimi and Wilbur set out to find Zari, they meet animals along the way 
who also need help. Can you piece together the clues?

In Follow the Stars! What Happened on Mars? our story starts at the International 
Space Station. Mimi, Wilbur and Astronaut Scott discover some odd news: the 
Mars rover has stopped working! Mimi and Wilbur take off in a rocket and blast 
through the stars to find out what happened. On the way, they meet helpful 
constellations who provide clues in the stars. Can you help Mimi and Wilbur crack 
the case and rescue the Mars rover?

Author – Tish Rabe 
Tish Rabe is a bestselling children’s book author, 
singer, songwriter, children’s media producer, 
animation head writer, children’s book publisher, 
and expert in creating all forms of quality media 
for children and families. She has written over 
170 books for Dr. Seuss, Disney, Sesame Street, 
Curious George, Blue’s Clues and more.

Artist’s sketch from Please Don’t Laugh, We Lost a Giraffe! – final book will be full colour

Illustrator – Xavi Ramiro 
Xavi Ramiro is an award-winning illustrator who 
has worked across a range of media, including 
newspapers and magazines, apps and games, 
and illustrated children’s and young adult books. 
He is skilled in character design and enjoys 
illustrating fantastical stories. Xavi usually works 
digitally, and draws inspiration from fashion, 
design and nature. 
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Britannica’s  
Ready-for-School Words
1000 Words for Big Kids

Enter the world of Britannica’s Ready-for-School Words and discover all the 
people, places and things in your community and beyond! Featuring all the words 
a child should know before they start school, this charming book takes you 
from home all the way to outer space with objects clearly labelled and simplified 
definitions. Children will start school with confidence and a brand-new vocabulary 
after exploring the colourful community in this book, created by the experts at 
Britannica Books. 

All the words a child needs to know for school in a big, busy book from 
the experts at Britannica Books.

9 781913 750640

ISBN 978-1-913750-64-0

Price: £10.99 • Size: 228 x 292 mm • Format: Hardback • Extent: 64 pages 
Pub date: 2nd June 2022 • Age: 3+ years • ISBN: 978-1-9137506-4-0
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• It has been over 50 years since Richard Scarry’s Best Word Book Ever was 
released, selling over 5 million copies globally. Britannica’s Ready-for-School 
Words provides a modern update to the classic word book by featuring high-
tech words, modern illustrations, and a diverse cast of human characters of all 
races, ages, abilities, gender expressions and religions. 

• This book also features simplified definitions, including common words that are 
difficult to illustrate (creativity, pretend, allergy) with visual context clues.  

• This book focuses on family and community. Each family depicted is made up 
of different family members (aunts, uncles, grandparents, parents, brothers, 
sisters, etc.) so all children can see themselves and their families represented in 
this book 

• In addition to learning new words, readers can follow characters throughout 
the book as they go about their daily routines. Multiple characters are included 
in each spread as families mix and mingle over the course of one day. 

Author - Hannah Campbell 
Hannah S. Campbell is an author and editor 
living in Queens, NY.

Illustrator - Sara Rhys 
Sara Rhys is a Somerset-based illustrator, who 
works primarily in watercolour and coloured 
pencils, with a digital element. 
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Price: £20.00 
Pub date: 2021 | 
Format: Hardback
Extent: 272 pages 
Size: 280 x 210 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9137504-1-1
Age range: 4+ years

Britannica First  
Big Book of Why
Why can’t penguins fly? Why do we 
brush our teeth? Why does popcorn 
pop? The ultimate book of answers 
for kids who need to know WHY!

9 781913 750411

ISBN 978-1-913750-41-1

Sally Symes and Stephanie Drimmer
Illustrated by Kate Slater

Price: £8.99 
Pub date: 2021
Format: Boardbook
Extent: 24 pages 
Size: 280 x 280 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9137503-3-6
Age range: 0-3 years

9 781913 750336

ISBN 978-1-913750-33-6

Britannica’s  
150 First Words
Claire Laties-Davis  
Illustrated by Kasia Dudziuk

Get babies and toddlers talking all 
day long with a colourful board book 
of first words and phrases created 
by speech and language therapist 
Davis and the experts at Britannica. 
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Britannica’s 300 lists that  
will blow your mind

Listified!

Andrew Pettie 
Illustrated by Andrés Lozano

Britannica’s gloriously geeky guide 
to the universe, with hundreds of 
lists that will keep children and their 
grown-ups absorbed for hours.

Price: £20.00 | Pub date: 2021 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 416 pages | Size: 280 x 180 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129207-4-7 | Age range: 8+ years

9 781912 920747

ISBN 978-1-912920-74-7

‘Pupils can choose their own path through 
this dazzling world of information ... it’s great 
to know that the 400 facts in this book have 
been verified by Encyclopaedia Britannica.’ 
Teach Primary Magazine

‘This coruscating cornucopia of  
extraordinary facts is truly a fun  
and fact-filled reading adventure.’
Pam Norfolk, Lancashire Evening Post

‘Listified! is the ultimate ‘Dip In 
and Learn Something’ book. It has 
everything you need to know – and  
a million things you’d be delighted  
to discover.’
Dara Ó Briain

Follow the Trail of 400 Facts
FACTopia!

Kate Hale • Illustrated by Andy Smith

9 781912 920709

ISBN 978-1-912920-70-9

Price: £10.99 | Pub date: 2021
Format: Hardback
Extent: 208 pages
Size: 207 x 153 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129207-0-9
Age range: 8+ years

Scan here to see the 
animated book trailer!
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30 Amazing Stories featuring frozen frogs, King Tut’s beds, the 
world’s biggest sleepover, the phases of the moon and more

5-Minute Really True Stories for Bedtime

Stories by Sally Symes, Rachel Valentine, Jackie McCann and Jen Arena.

Go on a journey of wonder and learning in the 5 minutes before  
bedtime with this collection of true stories about sleep.

• The ultimate brainy bedtime book: because you consolidate your 
memories while you sleep, bedtime is an ideal moment for children to 
learn new things.

• Includes more than thirty true stories which will inspire wonder and 
delight, with all facts verified by Britannica experts.

• Lavishly illustrated on every page with specially commissioned artwork.

Price: £12.99 | Pub date: 2020 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 192 pages | Size: 267 x 197 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129206-4-8 | Age range: 4+

‘After recording all 30 stories, 
I came away with a spring in 
my step, feeling a little younger 
and a little wiser for it.’ 
Joanna Lumley, BookBrunch

‘Nonfiction lovers will enjoy these 
short and intriguing pieces about 
the night: the starry skies, record-
breaking beds, space travel, 
nocturnal jobs and animals.’
The Times

9 781912 920648

ISBN 978-1-912920-64-8
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What We Know & What We Don’t
Britannica All New Children’s Encyclopedia

Edited by Christopher Lloyd • Foreword by J.E. Luebering

A beautifully illustrated, 424-page compendium of knowledge, with more than 
100 expert consultants from around the world. 

• Britannica’s triumphant return to printed books in partnership with WoEB was a 
major publishing event with over 125,000 copies sold globally in just 9 months. 

• Unlike traditional encyclopedias, this single-volume children’s encyclopedia 
takes readers on a journey from the beginning of time to the present day and 
even into the future! 

• Packed full of facts you can trust—expert consultants have checked every entry.
• Features over 1000 images, with specially commissioned illustrations and 

stunning photography.

9 781912 920471

ISBN 978-1-912920-47-1

‘Informative and inspiring 
for curious readers.’
The Sunday Times,  
Children’s Books of 
the Year 2020

‘Brings a world of knowledge 
right to your fingertips.’
National Geographic 
Kids Magazine

Price: £25.00 | Pub date: 2020 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 424 pages | Size: 280 x 210 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129204-7-1 | Age range: 8+ years
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ZOOM SERIES
Susan Hayes • Illustrated by Aviel Basil, Sam Rennocks and Susanna Rumiz

9 781912 920433

ISBN 978-1-912920-43-3

9 781912 920419

ISBN 978-1-912920-41-9

ISBN: 978-1-9129204-3-3 | Pub date: 2021

ISBN: 978-1-9129204-1-9 | Pub date: 2021

ISBN: 978-1-9129203-9-6 | Pub date: 2021

9 781912 920396

ISBN 978-1-912920-39-6

ALL TITLES 
Price: £10.99 • Format: Board book
Extent: 36 pages • Size: 170 x 150 mm
Age range: From 12 months

Join Maxie as they build their dream skyscraper 
from the ground up in Zoom: Building Site 
Adventure. With peek-a-boo holes through 
the pages and a surprise pop-up.

Join Bo on as he gets to work on his very own 
farm, including raising alpacas, milking cows 
and bringing in the peanut harvest, with peek-a-
boo holes throughout and a surprise pop-up.

‘Breathtakingly beautiful … The 
perfect way to combine reading, 
learning, animals, and adventures.’ 
Book Bound

ZOOM Building  
Site Adventure

ZOOM Rainforest  
Adventure

ZOOM Farm  
Site Adventure
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9 781999 967994

ISBN 978-1-9999679-9-4

ISBN: 978-1-9999679-9-4 | Pub date: 2020

ISBN: 978-1-9129204-5-7 | Pub date: 2021

ISBN: 978-1-9999679-7-0 | Pub date: 2020

9 781999 967970

ISBN 978-1-9999679-7-0

9 781912 920457

ISBN 978-1-912920-45-7

‘It’s nice to see a black boy having an ocean 
adventure in a board book, as representation of 
BAME children is still rare in books for the under 3s.’ 
BookTrust

‘A fun, easy book for your kids to enjoy, 
whether as a bedtime story or as a read-
aloud exercise for early readers.’
Dino Dad Reviews

‘Collect rock samples and learn about 
the planets. Watch out for the amazing 
countdown pages at the start!’ 
Library Girl and Book Boy

ZOOM Dinosaur  
Adventure

ZOOM Space  
Adventure

ZOOM Ocean 
Site Adventure
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OUR AMAZING WORLD SERIES

ALL TITLES 
Price: £14.99 
Format: Hardback
Extent: 64 pages 
Size: 280 x 260 mm
Age range: 7+ years
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Giant gemstones, ancient tombs, meteorites from outer 
space, and more! Discover 100 of the world’s most 
extraordinary man-made and natural treasures, objects 
and places in this richly illustrated picture book.

A fact-filled, colourful celebration of island wildlife,  
history and culture, with volcanoes, rainforests,  
Komodo dragons, prison colonies and more!

A fact-filled, colourful celebration of Earth’s waterways. 
Discover religious celebrations, stunning waterfalls 
and weird wildlife, including hungry bears and giant 
salamanders, as you take a tour of Amazing Rivers.

100+ Objects and Places That  
Will Boggle Your Mind

100+ Places That Will  
Boggle Your Mind

100+ Waterways That Will  
Boggle Your Mind

Amazing Treasures

Amazing Islands

Amazing Rivers

 David Long • Illustrated by Studio Muti

Sabrina Weiss • Illustrated by Kerry Hyndman

Julie Vosburgh Agnone  
Illustrated by Kerry Hyndman

ISBN: 978-1-9129204-9-5 | Pub date: 2021

ISBN: 978-1-9129201-5-0 | Pub date: 2020

ISBN: 978-1-9129202-5-9 | Pub date: 2021

9 781912 920495

ISBN 978-1-912920-49-5

9 781912 920150

ISBN 978-1-912920-15-0

9 781912 920259

ISBN 978-1-912920-25-9

‘An absolutely fascinating read 
for anyone aged 7+’.
Library Girl and Book Boy

‘Entertaining celebration of island diversity, 
wildlife, history, treasures and cultures.’ 
Lancashire Post
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A book of comparisons
Earth is Big

Steve Tomecek
Illustrated by Marcos Farina

Get to know our planet in a whole new way 
by comparing it to a huge variety of other 
incredible things – from tiny particles to  
giant star clusters. You’ll never see Earth  
the same way again!

Price: £14.99 
Pub date: 2021
Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages 
Size: 321 x 257 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129203-3-4
Age range: 7+ years

9 781912 920334

ISBN 978-1-912920-33-4

9 781912 920198

ISBN 978-1-912920-19-8

A Magic Lens Book
Marvellous Machines

 Jane Wilsher
 Illustrated by Andrés Lozano

Price: £14.99 | Pub date: 2021
Format: Hardback/Novelty
Extent: 48 pages | Size: 250 x 250 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129201-9-8 | Age range: 7+ years

‘The cleverly designed hardback lets 
children explore the workings of familiar 
and unfamiliar scenes … A great way 
to encourage reading for retrieval 
and comprehension in reluctant and 
less able upper KS2 readers.’
The School Reading List
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Price: £12.99 | Pub date: 2021 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages | Size: 265 x 210 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9137501-5-2 | Age range: 6+ years

Meet Your Body’s Marvellous Microbes

Your Tour of the Universe

The Good Germ Hotel

Space Maps

Kim Sung-hwa and Kwon Soo-jin
Illustrated by Kim Ryung-eon

Lara Albanese
Illustrated by Tommaso Vidus Rosin

Meet the bacteria super heroes that live  
inside your body! These amazing 
microbes fight viruses, digest food and 
keep us humans healthy and happy.

9 781913 750152

ISBN 978-1-913750-15-2

9 781912 920556

ISBN 978-1-912920-55-6

Price: £18.99 | Pub date: 2020 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 96 pages | Size: 370 x 270 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129205-5-6 | Age range: 8+ years

‘This is a most impressive galactic guide. 
The size of this book demands attention 
– the double page spreads are almost like 
posters ... A superb volume that creates 
awe and wonder, informs and inspires.’ 
Brenda Marshall,  
The English Association

‘Wonderfully clear and enticing 
illustrations. It is a visual feast of fabulous 
colours and inventive diagrams.’
George McMahon,  
The School Librarian

‘Full of surprising details about gut  
health and immunity, with lots of  
quirky pictures to enjoy.’
BookTrust 
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A Fold-Out Graphic History
Music

Nicholas O’Neill and Susan Hayes
Illustrated by Ruby Taylor

Price: £14.99 
Pub date: 2020
Format: Hardback
Extent: 22 pages 
Size: 294 x 249 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9999679-3-2
Age range: 9+ years

9 781999 967932

ISBN 978-1-9999679-3-2

‘A glorious concertina of music history  
from the earliest gourd instruments right  
up to AI composers – wide-ranging, 
colourful and absorbing.’ 
Imogen Russell Williams, The Guardian

‘Mixing real-world climate threats with myth 
and legend is an utterly genius idea and this 
book is one of the most impressive titles on 
the subject we’ve seen to date on the blog.’
Read it, Daddy!

9 781912 920211

ISBN 978-1-912920-21-1

22 Modern Monsters 
Threatening Our Environment 
(and What You Can Do to 
Defeat Them!)

Planet SOS

Written and illustrated by  
Marie G. Rohde

Price: £14.99 | Pub date: 2020
Format:Hardback/Novelty
Extent: 60 pages | Size: 300 x 240 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129202-1-1 | Age range: 7+ years
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9 781912 920297

ISBN 978-1-912920-29-7

100 Lightning Strikes, 8,000 Scoops of 
Ice Cream, 200,000 Text Messages, 3 
Million Litres of Cow Burps...and Other 
Incredible Things That Happen Each 
Second Around the World

Every Second

Written and illustrated by Bruno Gibert

Price: £11.99 | Pub date: 2020 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 32 pages | Size: 265 x 275 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129201-7-4 | Age range: 6+ years

Price: £12.99 | Pub date: 2020 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 56 pages | Size: 280 x 159 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129202-9-7 | Age range: 5+ years

‘There is something in here to 
tickle everyone’s imagination!’
Teach Early Years Magazine

‘Patrick Skipworth’s latest picture book 
turns on our brain when delving into the 
science of etymology, while Nicholas 
Stevenson’s illustrations delight the eye.’
Teach Early Years Magazine

‘Vibrantly illustrated look at global diversity 
and cultures through the prism of language.’
LoveReading4Schools

Amazing Words and Where  
They Come From

Literally

Patrick Skipworth
Illustrated by Nicholas Stevenson

9 781912 920174

ISBN 978-1-912920-17-4
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Incredible Ways Animals 
are Just Like Us!

Humanimal

Christopher Lloyd 
Illustrated by Mark Ruffle 

Price: £12.99 | Pub date: 2019 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages | Size: 280 x 260 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129200-0-6 | Age range: 7+ years

9 781912 920006

ISBN 978-1-912920-00-6

‘A highly interesting account of 
animal behaviour brought alive by 
Mark Ruffle’s vibrant illustrations.’
Irish Examiner

‘Absolutely Everything! is absolutely 
amazing. It manages to explain our 
entire world history in an informed, 
entertaining and truly accessible way.’
Jacqueline Wilson

9 781999 802820

ISBN 978-1-9998028-2-0

A History of Earth, Dinosaurs, 
Rulers, Robots and Other Things  
Too Numerous to Mention

Absolutely Everything!

Christopher Lloyd
Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

Price: £16.99 
Pub date: 2018
Format: Hardback
Extent: 352 pages 
Size: 248 x 184 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9998028-2-0
Age range: 7+ years
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Price: £14.99 | Pub date: 2018 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 36 pages | Size: 330 x 245 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9998028-4-4 | Age range: 7+ years

9 781912 920068

ISBN 978-1-912920-06-8

Wild Ways Animals Smell  
the World

Nose Knows

Emmanuelle Figueras 
Illustrated by Claire de Gastold

‘Brilliant, just brilliant. Claire de 
Gastold’s illustrations are beautiful, 
clear and informative.’ 
Just Imagine

Price: £14.99 
Pub date: 2019
Format: Hardback
Extent: 38 pages 
Size: 330 x 245 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129200-6-8
Age range: 7+ years

‘A beautifully put-together book exploring 
the different ways animals see.’
Financial Times

‘Eye-mazing!’
National Geographic Kids Magazine

Wild Ways Animals  
See the World

Eye Spy

Written and illustrated by 
Guillaume Duprat
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Price: £14.99 | Pub date: 2019 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 32 pages | Size: 310 x 240 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9999680-4-5 | Age range: 6+ years

‘The pages have colourful abstract 
scenes of woodlands or castles, but 
when you use the magic lens you can see 
the monsters hidden within the images.’
Juno Magazine

‘The stylised, clear pictures are accompanied 
by detailed captions. It is a book I 
would wholeheartedly recommend.’
Armadillo Magazine

Price: £14.99 | Pub date: 2019 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 72 pages | Size: 295 x 215 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9999680-5-2 | Age range: 8+ years

9 781999 968045

ISBN 978-1-9999680-4-5

Secrets of the Deep

A Magic Lens Hunt for Creatures of  
Myth, Legend, Fairy Tale and Fiction

Ocean

Monsters

Sabrina Weiss • llustrated by Giulia De Amicis

Céline Potard • Illustrated by Sophie Ledesma

‘This is the perfect book for dinosaur lovers...  
The perfect book for curious kids who love finding 
out what life was like in prehistoric times.’
Read It, Daddy!

Price: £12.99 | Pub date: 2019 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages | Size: 280 x 216 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129200-4-4 | Age range: 7+ years

9 781912 920044

ISBN 978-1-912920-04-4

Dinosaurs, Megalodons and Other  
Fascinating Creatures of the Deep Past

Prehistoric

Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld 
Illustrated by Julius Csotonyi
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Explore the history of the Rock, from 
millions of years ago to today, with this 
2-metre long, visually stunning timeline! 
Perfect for history buffs of any age!

• A historical approach to a topic of major 
relevance today – the story of rights, liberty  
and the rule of law.

• More than 100 illustrations.
• A 2-metre long fold-out timeline.
• Created with the support of the Magna  

Carta 800th Anniversary Committee.

‘North America as a fold-out graphic 
history presents a mind-boggling amount of 
information in a creative, imaginative way 
that often challenges our perceptions.’ 
Armadillo Magazine

A Fold-Out Graphic History

A timeline guide to the history of the Rock  
from earliest times to the present day

A Young Person’s Guide to 800  
Years in the Fight for Freedom

North America

The Story of Gibraltar

The Magna Carta Chronicle

Sarah Albee • Illustrated by William Exley

Patrick Skipworth• Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

Christopher Lloyd • Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

9 781912 920044

ISBN 978-1-912920-04-4

Price: £12.99 | Pub date: 2019 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 48 pages | Size: 280 x 216 mm
ISBN: 978-1-9129200-4-4 | Age range: 7+ years

Price: £14.95 | Pub date: 2017 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 24 pages | Size: 297 x 210 mm
ISBN: 978-0-9955770-4-6 | Age range: 7+ years

Price: £14.95 | Pub date: 2015 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 24 pages | Size: 297 x 210 mm
ISBN: 978-0-9955770-4-6 | Age range: 7+ years
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Plants!
978-0-9955766-1-2
Pub date: 2019

Bugs!
978-0-9955766-0-5
Pub date: 2018

EXPLORER SERIES

ALL TITLES
Price: £9.99
Format: Hardback
Extent: 38 pages + 
8-page timeline
Size: 240 x 240 mm
Age range: 7+ years

Developed in association with

Parents’ Choice Silver Award
 2

01
8

Nick Forshaw • Illustrated by William Exley
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‘The perfect way to turn your 
young naturalists into experts!’  
Lancashire Evening Post  
on Explorer: Plants!

‘Stunning.’
The Teaching Booth 
on Explorer: Bugs!

9 780995 576605

ISBN 978-0-9955766-0-5
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The Sports
Timeline Wallbook
978-0-9954820-0-5
Pub date: 2017

The British History
Timeline Wallbook
978-0-9930199-2-0
Pub date: 2016

The Big History 
Timeline Wallbook
978-0-9932847-8-6
Pub date: 2017

The Science 
Timeline Wallbook
978-0-9954820-1-2
Pub date: 2017

The Nature 
Timeline Wallbook
978-0-9932847-9-3
Pub date: 2017

TIMELINE WALLBOOKS SERIES
Christopher Lloyd • Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

ALL SINGLE TITLES
Price: £12.99 | Format: Hardback
Extent: 18 pages + 8-page timeline
Size: 360 x 270 mm | Age range: 7+ years 

The Wallbook Timeline 
Collection
Includes Nature, Science  
and Big History
978-0-9955770-2-2

‘Will intrigue all ages, with so much  
to learn and appreciate.’
Parents in Touch

‘Astonishing – perfect for all the family.’ 
The Sunday Times

9 780995 577022

ISBN 978-0-9955770-2-2

9 780993 284786

ISBN 978-0-9932847-8-6

9 780995 482012

ISBN 978-0-9954820-1-2

9 780995 482005

ISBN 978-0-9954820-0-5
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The Sports
Timeline Posterbook
978-0-9929249-4-2

The Shakespeare
Timeline Posterbook
978-0-9929249-6-6

The Big History 
Timeline Posterbook
978-0-9929249-2-8

The Science 
Timeline Posterbook
978-0-9929249-5-9

The Nature 
Timeline Posterbook
978-0-9929249-3-5

TIMELINE POSTERBOOKS SERIES
Christopher Lloyd • Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

ALL TITLES
Price: £25.00 | Pub date: 2014 
Format: Paperback | Extent: 8-page timeline
Size: 533 x 381 mm | Age range: 7+ years 

These giant timelines are specially designed to be unfolded 
and stuck up on a wall and make a spectacular display for any 
library, bedroom, classroom, or anywhere curious people 
dwell. What on Earth Posterbooks are fully laminated to give 
them extra durability and are easy to mount on a wall.

9 780992 924935

ISBN 978-0-9929249-3-5

9 780992 924928

ISBN 978-0-9929249-2-8

9 780992 924942

ISBN 978-0-9929249-4-2

9 780992 924959

ISBN 978-0-9929249-5-9

9 780992 924966

ISBN 978-0-9929249-6-6
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Christopher Lloyd • Illustrated by Andy Forshaw

Each stickerbook includes 
around 100 stickers, a 
beautifully illustrated 
1.7-metre timeline with 
spaces to stick them on to 
and a poster of a historical 
event or species for 
colouring in.

ALL TITLES
Price: £6.99
Format: Paperback
Extent: 16 pages + 8-page timeline
Size: 297 x 210 mm
Age range: 3+ years

TIMELINE STICKERBOOKS SERIES

The Shakespeare
Timeline Stickerbook
978-0-9929249-1-1
Pub date: 2014

The British History
Timeline Stickerbook
978-0-9930199-4-4
Pub date: 2016

The Big History 
Timeline Stickerbook
978-0-9929249-8-0
Pub date: 2014

The Science 
Timeline Stickerbook
978-0-9565936-9-6
Pub date: 2014

The Nature 
Timeline Stickerbook
978-0-9565936-8-9
Pub date: 2014

‘Children LOVE the  
What on Earth format.’ 
Emily Beale,  
North Somerset’s 
Teachers’ Book Awards

9 780992 924980

ISBN 978-0-9929249-8-0

9 780993 019944

ISBN 978-0-9930199-4-4

9 780992 924911

ISBN 978-0-9929249-1-1
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING 
ABOUT OUR BOOKS...

‘The appealing presentation and 
plethora of facts makes for a great 
read for young and not-so-young.’ 
Parents in Touch   
on Explorer: Mammals!

‘Fabulous! This book will 
make bedtime truly magical.’  
Joanna Lumley  
on Britannica’s 5-Minute Really 
True Stories for Bedtime

‘A a glorious concertina of music history from the 
earliest gourd instruments right up to AI composers 
– wide-ranging, colourful and absorbing’.  
Imogen Russell Williams, 
The Guardian 
on Music: A Fold-Out Graphic History

‘Informative and inspiring for curious readers.’ 
The Sunday Times,  
Children’s Books of the Year 2020  
on Britannica All New Children’s Encyclopedia, 
What We Know & What We Don’t

‘The ideal book for scientifically-
minded young readers to pore over.’ 
Absolutely Education Magazine  
on Marvellous Machines
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‘Brilliant introductions to the world.’ 
The School Reading List  
on the ZOOM series

‘There is a lot of fun factual 
information, told in a fun way, and 
fantastic diagrams and pictures – my 
favourite being of a tired bacterium 
taking a tea break!’  
Juno Magazine  
on The Good Germ Hotel

‘A treasure trove of fun 
and fantastic facts!’  
Michael Morpurgo  
on Listified!

‘This is a fantastic snapshot of 
what is fascinating in our world.’ 
Juno Magazine  
on Amazing Treasures

As you’d expect from a text published 
by What on Earth Books, this is a 
thought-provoking picture book for a 
more enlightened generation.’ 
Armadillo Magazine  
on Every Second

‘Jam-packed with hundreds of stylish 
illustrations, infographics and surprising facts 
about the stunning world beneath the waves.’ 
The Week Junior  
on Ocean

‘Ideal for all young minds, 
a beautifully crafted book.’ 
Storgy Kids  
on Prehistoric
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